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The NSS unit of SGND Khalsa College organized a webinar on “Prevention of Sexual 

Harassment” in collaboration with “Breakthrough Trust” to create awareness about sexual 

harassment that is any kind of inappropriate verbal or physical action or behavior done on 

purpose to a person without their knowledge or consent or asking for sexual favors in exchange 

of something. 

The webinar started at 2.30 pm with a brief introduction of our Guest speaker Mr Salman who 

explained what is sexual harassment and how it happens. Sexual harassment can happen to 

anyone but it occurs mostly with women because they are considered vulnerable and fragile 

compared to others and are often less likely to protest against the injustice done upon them. He 

further explained that it happens mostly at crowded places like metro and buses where the victim 

hardly identifies the perpetrator or is too afraid to take an action. 

In certain situations where one feels like they are being sexually abused or harassed and are too 

afraid or ashamed to take an action, it is better to believe on one’s instinct and speak up 

courageously. At such times one should not overthink of what will happen or whether anyone 

else is speaking up or not. He emphasized on the use of law to prevent sexual harassment and 

punish the harasser and explained about various laws that protects people from harassment. 

For better understanding of it he showed various videos and documentaries of how sexual 

harassment is done to people which helped the attendees in better comprehending it, and shared 

the ways by which people can help someone who is being harassed like recording the incident, 

pretending to be a friend of the victim, taking help from someone who is better equipped to deal 

with the harasser , calling out the harasser and comforting the victim etc. 

The webinar culminated after one and half an hour of its commencement with Mr. Salman taking 

questions and reminding others to understand the values and ways of how one can intervene 

when sexual harassment is happening ending with our convener Dr Deepmala’s vote of thanks. 



 

 



 



 



  


